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ABSTRACT
Context: Research carried out in industrial contexts are recognized as important to the advancement of software
engineering knowledge and practice. However, several challenges present themselves in the three key phases of
research carried out in industrial contexts, recruitment, engagement and feedback.
Objective: The aim of this paper is to report the challenges related to each of the three phases of research carried out
in industrial contexts, and the associated solutions we have found useful from our combined body of industrial
empirical software engineering research studies spanning four case studies, five grounded theory studies, seven
survey studies and two quasi-experimental studies involving a total of over 400 industrial participants in the past
decade.
Method: We designed an instrument to gather details of our studies carried out in industrial contexts studies and
performed thematic analysis to synthesise and draw out the most prominent challenges faced.
Results: We present a set of recommendations around study design, conduct and reporting to try and mitigate some
of these challenges as they apply specifically to industrial empirical research.
Conclusion: These recommendations can guide researchers, novice and experienced, working in close collaboration
with industry stakeholders to make the most of their industrial software engineering research.
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INTRODUCTION

Interest in conducting empirical software engineering studies in industrial contexts, or empirical studies
involving industry participants, has greatly increased over recent decades [1]. A major driver has been the
need to better understand how different aspects of software engineering (SE) are practiced in “real world”
settings, to learn from industrial challenges in applying these methods and tools, and to form a better
understanding of industrial practices and needs. An additional benefit can be to positively influence
industry practice.
Over the years, the SE community has increasingly emphasized the importance of conducting such
empirical software engineering studies in industrial contexts, improving the knowledge base of real SE
practices and helping software professionals make better decisions [22,23]. However carrying out such
empirical software engineering studies in industrial contexts is very challenging. Limited guidelines exist
to inform the process, particularly for novice researchers and also for experienced empirical software
engineering researchers working in new domains or with new approaches. This has led in recent times to
several papers and even an ICSE workshop series to report on key experiences and lessons learned. These
are very valuable and help other researchers in designing their studies and avoiding common mistakes,
and assist practitioners in improving collaboration with researchers, the quality of the studies carried out
with them, and the impact of the studies. While these papers make valuable contributions, they are usually
focused on one particular technique e.g. survey or experiment, limited in scope e.g. one or small number
of studies, and anecdotal i.e. researchers report particular experiences and lessons of interest rather than
systematically.
We analyse our experiences in study design and conduct and the key lessons learned in working with a
range of empirical research methods, including case studies, Grounded Theory research method (referred
to as GT studies), surveys and quasi-experiments. The authors have collectively carried out many
different empirical studies with industry. These include studies of:
● agile software teams [2-5],
● agile project management and task allocation [6-8],
● customer and manager roles in agile teams [9-11];
● testing practices including work log analysis and performance appraisal [12-14],
● influence of tester personality on testing [15-16],
● personality differences between testers and non-testers [17];
● understanding current industry mobile app testing practices [18];
● studying the relationship between team climate and personality traits [19],
● adoption of agile methods [20], and
● usage of architectural documents for different tasks [21].
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Using a specially designed instrument, we collected details of 18 of our studies carried out in industrial
contexts and performed thematic analysis to synthesize and draw out the most prominent common
challenges faced during three distinct phases of research carried out in industrial contexts as follows:
● Recruitment - this phase includes challenges in designing studies of interest to industry, finding
suitable companies and industry participants for a study; and gaining ethics approval to collect
data from the industry.
● Engagement - this phase includes challenges related to effective use of participants’ time;
approach to designing industrial data collection instruments and techniques; and approach to
conducting industrial data collection.
● Feedback to industry - this phase includes challenges associated with sharing findings with the
industry, including both participants and non-participating industry practitioners.
This paper describes these three critical areas of industrial empirical research, using examples of
challenges and lessons learned from our collective body of work in the area. We identify key, common
and recurring challenges that researchers are likely to face when trying to design, carry out and report
back empirical SE studies involving industrial stakeholders. We identify for each area the solutions that
have worked for us and also where possible those that have been reported by other researchers. We then
for each make recommendations for fellow empirical SE researchers. We hope that our experiences will
be useful for others working in this increasingly important yet challenging domain.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 discusses the key motivation and related work.
Section 3 presents the research context and method. Section 4, 5, and 6 present the challenges of
industrial stakeholder recruitment, engagement and feedback respectively, along with our solutions and
recommendations for empirical software engineering studies in each. Section 7 concludes the paper.

2

RELATED WORK

Jain et al. [23] report some of their experiences and lessons learned from conducting surveys and case
studies in industry. Among the significant challenges they faced include time factors, limited research
skills and the difficulty in achieving a balance between methodological rigor and industrial needs [23]. In
their experience report Fernández and Wagner [1] describe a range of practical challenges and lessons
learned from over 30 case studies conducted in academia-industry collaborations. They structured the
report into three topics: approaching a case study, conducting the case study and cross-cutting challenges.
When approaching a case study, they provide some strategies on how to go about finding and convincing
industry contacts, planning the study and dealing with uncertainties. In conducting a case study, it is
important to properly identify the context, instruments, and continuously practice empirical and social
skills [1]. Based on their experiences, they provided a list of success factors for case studies in industry
that would help guide young researchers in dealing with the same.
In a previous study, Kanij et al. [24] report the experiences of handling industrial surveys focusing on
software testing issues, including personality assessment, performance measurement, and factors
influencing tester performance. A number of common challenges in designing and running such
practitioner surveys were identified, including low response rates, targeted invitations and informed
consent collection, questionnaire length, participant motivation and engagement, data analysis and
security, and ethics approval. They also recommend a number of techniques that might be adopted to
mitigate some of the risks and challenges.
2
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Similarly, Torchiano et al. [25] provide a set of pitfalls and lessons learned from their experiences in
conducting survey studies with software practitioners. Their lessons learnt cover different aspects of the
survey process, from designing of initial objectives to designing questionnaire, emphasizing on the design
issues. These include approaches to better defining survey experiment goals, identifying target
populations for the survey, sampling the target population, questionnaire design, and participant
recruitment.
Other related works focused on experiences in conducting experiments in the software industry. Vegas et
al. [26] and Juristo [27] describe the difficulties experienced in running experiments at several companies.
A systematic literature review of software industry experiments by Dieste et al. [28] describe 15
experimental studies run in the industry. Among the major challenges raised in these studies include time
and cost issues, workload, and planning aspects. The results suggested that experimenting in industry is
generally perceived to be problematic. To increase the likelihood of getting more industry participation,
researchers should plan an experiment on a topic that is directly useful to the company (i.e. aligned with
business goals), optimize human resources and provide a flexible schedule. Embedding an experiment in
a training course can also help in getting industry participants but these professionals would be novices in
the technologies being assessed [27].
These contributions to practical lessons learned from conducting empirical SE studies with industry
practitioners are valuable. Despite a number of studies reporting on the diversity of experiences in
conducting empirical study in industry, most of these studies focused on a specific type of empirical
method, such as controlled experiment (e.g. [26], [27], [28]), survey (e.g. [25]), and case study (e.g. [1]).
In this paper, we have systematically analysed our experiences from multiple study methods employed in
our studies over the past decade, which include case studies, grounded theory, surveys and quasi
experiments. Table 1 highlights key differences of this work from related work. Our aim is to share our
collective experiences based on the practical challenges we encountered in conducting empirical studies
in the industry and to provide recommendations in three focus areas or phases of research carried out in
industrial contexts: recruitment, maintaining the participants’ involvement (engagement), and enabling
feedback to industrial practice. We frame our lessons learned as a set of practical recommendations for
fellow researchers, grounded in our own experiences of the challenges of conducting such studies and
having to overcome those challenges. While the existing related studies focus on issues related to the
design and conduct of a particular empirical research method, this study complements the existing studies
by reporting challenges that are applicable to research carried out in industrial contexts targeting the areas
of recruitment, engagement, and feedback to industry. Furthermore, our recommendations can benefit not
only novice researchers but also experienced researchers aiming to conduct industrial empirical research.
Table 1
Comparison with Related Literature [1], [25], [26], [27]
Elements

Fernández &
Wagner, 2016

Torchiano
et
al., 2017 [25]

Vegas et
2015 [26]

Survey

Controlled
experiment

al.,

Juristo, 2016 [27]

Our study

Controlled experiment

Collective data from 18
industrial studies using
case study, survey,
grounded theory and
quasi-experiment

[1]
Empirical
method(s)
used
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Scope/target
audience

Inexperienced
researcher

Inexperienced
researcher

Not reported

Not reported

Any researcher aiming
to conduct empirical
study in industry

Overall
contribution

Discusses
practical
challenges and
lessons learnt in
conducting case
studies in
industry

Provides lessons
learnt covering
different aspects
of survey
processes, with
emphasis on
design issues

Discusses
difficulties in
running
controlled
experiments in
industry

Challenges and
lessons learnt in
recruiting participants
for experiments,
designing and running
experiments, and
transferring results.

Presents key challenges
that are particularly
related to industry
participants and the
solutions to address
them.

Investigation
aspects

Three topics: i)
Approaching a
case study
ii) Conducting
a case study
iii) Crosscutting
challenges

Reports
experiences from
four survey study
phases:
i) defining
research
objectives and
target population
ii) sampling, iii)
designing a
questionnaire
iv) recruiting

Identified
difficulties
based on four
topics:
i) company
involvement
ii) experiment
planning
iii) experiment
execution
iv) data analysis
and reporting

Three topics:
i) recruiting
participants
ii) designing
experiment
iii) running the
experiment
iv) transferring the
result

Presents challenges and
recommendations
based on three distinct
phases of research
carried out in industrial
contexts:
i) recruitment
ii) engagement
iii) feedback to
industry

3

CONTEXT AND METHOD

3.1

Study Context

In this paper we draw upon our collective industrial empirical software engineering research experience.
In particular, we collate and present challenges of research carried out in industrial contexts and related
solutions, based on four case studies (findings described in [5, 7, 8, 12, 18]), five Grounded Theory
research studies (findings described in [2-4, 6, 9, 11]), seven survey studies (findings described in [10, 1315, 17, 19, 20]), and two quasi-experimental studies (findings described in [16, 21]).
In this study, we refer to the definition of case study in SE by Runeson et al. [55] as “an empirical
enquiry that draws on multiple sources of evidence to investigate one instance (or a small number of
instances) of a contemporary software engineering phenomenon within its real-life context, especially
when the boundary between phenomenon and context cannot be clearly specified.” (pg. 12). Since case
studies are (by definition) conducted in real-world settings, they have a high degree of realism and
typically low level of control. Replication is nearly impossible [55, 56, 57]. Data collection for case
studies include ethnographic methods such as interviews and observations [55,56].
Grounded theory, or GT studies, refer to research studies conducted using the Grounded Theory research
method [30, 52]. GT is complete research method that includes procedures such as literature review, data
collection, analysis, theory formulation and reporting [4, 53, 54]. It is particularly well-suited to studying
industrial practice as it enables the collection and analysis of industrial data from the practice field [30,
4
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53]. Glasserian, or Classic GT, and Straussian are two popular versions of GT adopted in practice. A
distinguishing feature of Glasserian GT, the version adopted in the included studies, is the absence of a
clear research question upfront and its focus on theory generation rather than validation of existing
theories [52-54]. GT can be adopted as a wrapper around other empirical methods such as case studies
where GT analysis and theory formulation procedures are applied to data collected from case studies [63].
Our included studies, however, refer to interviews and observations based standalone GT studies. GT is
increasingly being used to study software teams as it facilitates the investigation of social and human
aspects [4, 5, 7, 8, 12, 18, 53].
We refer to survey as an empirical method used to collect information from or about people to describe, to
compare or to explain their knowledge, attitudes and behavior [58]. Data are gathered from a sample,
which is representative of the population of interest and the results are used to identify patterns, which can
be generalized to the overall population [59, 60, 61].
Quasi-experiments refers to an empirical inquiry that aims to measure the causal impact of an
intervention, i.e effects of “manipulating one variable on another variable” [59] and the subjects
(participants) are not randomly assigned to treatments [62]. Table 2 summarizes these research methods,
along with references to their seminal texts and popular references in SE literature.
Table 2
Research Method Description and References
Research Method

Description

Seminal texts

Software engineering
references

Case Study

Investigation of contemporary
phenomenon in real-world settings

Yin [56]

Runeson et al. [55]

Grounded Theory
(GT)

GT is a complete research method,
focusing on theory generation.

Glaser & Strauss [30, 52]

Hoda et al. [53]
Stol et al. [54]

Survey

Gather data from sample representing
population of interest

Fink [58]
Robson [59]

Kitchenham & Pfleeger [60],
Molléri [61]

Quasi- experiments

Measure causal-effect without random
assignment of subjects to treatments.

Cook & Campbell [62]

Wohlin et al. [44]

3.2

Data Collection

We designed a data collection instrument in the form of an Excel spreadsheet on Google Site1. Each of
the five authors recorded details from their various industrial studies in this instrument, including
information such as type of study (survey, experiment, Grounded Theory, case study), description of the
aims and a summary of the findings, details of the engagement such as data collection method (e.g. faceto-face interviews), location in which the study was conducted or location of participant in case of digital
contact, number of companies and individual participants involved, recruitment process, challenges with
recruitment, engagement and feedback faced, and related publications.
1

5

The full spreadsheet can be found at: https://sites.google.com/site/ourempiricalstudies/
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Table 3 summarizes some of the relevant details of our included empirical studies, including the study
type (i.e. the research method employed, e.g. case study, grounded theory, surveys or quasi-experiments),
the authors and year of publication, a short description of the paper topic, location of the participants of
the studies, number of companies participating in the study (#C), and number of participants (#P). In the
rest of the paper, we refer to these as ‘included studies’.
Table 3
List of Included Empirical Studies (#C: Number of Companies; #P: Number of Participants)
Study Type
Grounded
Theory

Case
Studies

Surveys

6

Author(s)/
year

Description

Location(s)

#C

#P

Hoda & Noble
(2017) [4]

Investigating how software teams
transition into agile software
development

NZ, Australia,
USA, India and
Portugal.

18

31

Hoda et al.
(2010 & 2013)
[2,3]

Investigating how agile software teams
self-organize

NZ, India, Canada
and USA.

23

58

Hoda et al.
(2011) [9]

Studying the level of customer
involvement in agile projects and its
effect on the self-organizing ability of
the team.

NZ and India

16

30

Hoda et al.
(2016) [6]

Exploring agile project management
challenges.

India

6

21

Shastri et al.
(2017) [11]

Exploring the role of the manager on
agile teams.

NZ, India, US,
Australia

18

20

Masood et al.
(2017) [7,8]

Exploring task allocation in agile teams.

India

1

12

Andriyani et al.
(2017) [5]

Exploring how reflection happens during
agile retrospectives.

NZ

1

16

Kanij et al.
(2014) [12]

An Empirical Study to Review and Revise
Job Responsibilities of Software Testers.

Worldwide

6

6

Zein et al.
(2015) [18]

Exploring mobile apps testing methods
and challenges faced by developers.

Palestine

5

13

Shastri et al.
(2016) [10]

Exploring whether the title 'project
manager' still exists on agile teams.

31 countries

NA

97

Kanij et al.
(2015) [17]

An Empirical Investigation of Personality
Traits of Software Testers

Worldwide

NA

182

Kanij et al.
(2014) [14]

Performance appraisal of software
testers

Worldwide

NA

18

Kanij et al.
(2012) [13]

Performance Assessment Metrics for
Software Testers

Worldwide

NA

104
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Kanij et al.
(2014) [15]

A Preliminary Survey of Factors
Affecting Software Testers

Worldwide

NA

104

Soomro et al.
(2015) [19]

Studying relationship between
personality traits, team climate and
performance

Malaysia

NA

36

Salleh et al.
(2014) [20]

Exploring Agile methods adoption

Indonesia

NA

21

Su et al. (2016)
[21]

Studying consumer’s usage of software
Architecture Documents (ADs) when
performing information-seeking tasks

NZ

NA

16

Su et al. (2016)
[21]

Studying consumer’s usage of ADs when
performing information-seeking tasks
(using KaitoroCap)

NZ

NA

18

Kanij et al.
(2013) [16]

An empirical study of the effects of
personality on software testing

Australia

NA

48

a

b

b

16 industry + 14 academic; 18 industry + 11 academic + 9 students; NA: not applicable.

Analysis Method

Through discussion and consensus, the five authors agreed that the main phases of research carried out in
industrial contexts, common to all included studies, and exhibiting key challenges to empirical software
engineering researchers are recruitment, engagement, and feedback. In order to systematically collate and
analyse our experiences and to determine key insights from them, related to each phase, we performed a
thematic analysis of the included studies. To do this we:
1. Designed a detailed data collection instrument in the form of an Excel spreadsheet as described
above (key aspects summarized in Table 3).
2. Each study’s main author identified key challenges that occurred based on their experiences, and
outlined the successful aspects of the study. Where possible, the co-author(s) cross-checked the
extracted information, adding further or revising as needed;
3. Each author then went through each study’s extracted data and tagged the key methods employed,
challenges identified, and where present, solutions used to address challenges;
4. The authors collectively cross-checked this tagging, merging and labeling sub-themes used to
identify commonalities across several studies;
5. The authors grouped sub-themes to identify key “questions” and associated challenges asked
when designing and conducting empirical studies with industry
6. The authors then identified challenge-related “solutions”, as used in our studies. This included
identifying studies that failed to properly address challenges or would have benefited from
subsequent study lessons and approaches.
Fig. 1 shows the key challenges identified under each research phase.

7
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Feedback
Sharing findings with
industry

Making effective use of
industrial participants’
time
Approach to conducting
industrial data
collection

Fig. 1. Challenges of research carried out in industrial contexts across three key phases: recruitment, engagement,
and feedback

A couple of examples of how challenges were derived from the analysis is shown here. A challenge
encountered in study underpinning [21] was: “As a new researcher, I knew only a few industry people
with Software Architecture background making recruitment even harder.”
This challenge naturally fell under the recruitment theme. Since the challenge was related to finding
participants, it was further categorized under finding participants.
Other entries described challenges with appropriate ways of inviting participants, for example this
challenge faced in study underpinning [15]: “We sent a long email to potential participants explaining
details of the purpose of the survey, the expected outcome, benefits of the survey and the ethics approval
details. This appeared not really helpful, using shorter, concise email text was rather effective.”
It was evident that long and detailed invitations were not effective. Thus, part of the recruitment problem
was the type of invitations being sent out, i.e. a challenge with inviting participants. Given the
intertwined nature of these two issues, the challenge of inviting participants was later combined with that
of finding them (as described earlier) to produce the revised and final sub-theme ‘finding and inviting
industry participants’.
3.4

Forming Challenge Themes and Questions and Identifying Examples

We also phrased the challenges using short, direct questions to better represent the crux of the challenge
and improve relevance for readers. For example, How and where can I find the right industry
practitioners? and How do I invite them to become participants? were associated with the theme finding
and inviting industry practitioners as one of the first challenges most researchers face during the first
phase of research carried out in industrial contexts, recruitment.
Similarly, a set of questions such as How can I make the most effective use of industrial participants’
time? How should I design my industrial data collection instruments and techniques? were associated
with the challenges faced in the second phase of research carried out in industrial contexts, engagement.

8
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Finally, questions such as What are the best mechanisms to share research findings with industry?
constituted the challenges faced in the last phase of research carried out in industrial contexts, feedback.
Collectively, these make up the most pertinent questions we as industrial researchers faced during our
various studies. Not all studies encountered every challenge. However, we included the challenges that
were most common across multiple studies.
3.5

Forming Challenge Solutions and Identifying Examples

We then extracted identified solutions to each of the challenges as reported in our publications, using each
reported study as an exemplar of applying the solution. Along with this we also collaboratively listed
solutions to each of the challenge based on experience and recommendations from our own practice and
those previously reported e.g. in [1][25][26][27]. Another interesting observation is that sometimes a
researcher had faced a challenge but did not necessarily have a solution, while another researcher had not
faced the same challenge on account of having a useful strategy to avoid the challenge. This helped
formulate solutions to all challenges, representing our collective experiences. It also added to our
collective knowledge and repertoire of research strategies.
Table 4 summarises the key recommendations based on the challenges that we extracted from our studies
analysis. In the following three sections, we present and discuss the key challenges that we have
encountered in conducting our empirical SE research studies involving industrial stakeholders; the
solutions we have found useful in avoiding or overcoming these challenges; exemplars of these
challenges, solutions, and lessons learned, and our overall recommendations for other researchers for their
studies.
Table 4
Themes (challenges) extracted from our studies analysis along with recommendations for each phase of research carried out in
industrial contexts (recruitment, engagement, and feedback) from our analysis
Industrial
Research Phase

Challenges/Questions

RECRUITMENT

Designing studies of interest to industry
“Why aren’t they interested in my really
important software engineering research?”

Finding and Inviting Industry Practitioners

Recommendations

●

●
●

Network with local practitioner community to
identify their interest and refine research focus
accordingly
Pilot study early to acquire practitioners’ interest
Use practitioner feedback to guide future studies

●

Get genuinely involved with and contribute to the
local practitioner community to build a strong
reputation as a genuine researcher and contributor.

●

Approach managers and team coaches as they are
critical source of access to recruit more individuals

“I don’t know them and they don’t know me”

in their teams, and sometimes the full teams.

9

●

Approach online groups through moderators to
improve authenticity.

●

Craft the call for participations (CfPs) carefully to
avoid a ‘spam effect’

●

Prepare a small invitation email with catchy slogan
to attract participation

●

Hire enumerators where necessary to help recruit
participants

●

Perform snowball sampling (or word of mouth
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references) to reach wider participation

●

Begin recruiting ‘at home’ (locally) before venturing
out internationally, through opportunities at
conferences and events, to build local relationships

●

State clearly the method used to ensure
confidentiality, consent, anonymity, and data
security in the participant information sheet to
improve industry confidence

●

Ensure an appropriate safety protocol is defined
and agreed and ensure practitioner manager
informed consent is obtained to comply with ethics
regulations

Approach to designing industrial data
collection instruments and techniques

●

“How do I design data collection instruments
and techniques that promote industrial
engagement?”

Perform pilot data collection and refine before
approaching industrial participants to improve
industrial relevance

●

Design demographic surveys to capture basic details
prior to the main data collection session to
customize and make the most of face-to-face time
(primarily applicable for interview-based and
observational studies)

●

Questions should be designed to achieve high clarity
to help elicit useful responses (simple language,
clear instructions and avoiding jargon)

●

Surveys should aim for an appealing presentation,
and adequate layout to improve completion rates

●

Specialised data collection tools must be secure,
reliable and accessible as well as professionallooking to attract and sustain industry interest

●

Be flexible with meeting schedules to accommodate
busy professionals

●

Schedule one or two additional backup slots in case
of schedule changes

●

Schedule observations between/around interviews
on site to utilize participant’s time effectively

●

Ask for the minimum data as needed to answer
research questions to prevent participants feeling
overwhelmed

●

Adopt a curious mindset, not an auditing approach
to enable participants to be forthcoming

●

Be flexible around participants’ preference for
recordings and be prepared to take extensive notes
instead

●

Avoid including team leaders or managers in
interviews with subordinates so that they don’t feel
intimidated and can be confident of anonymity

Gaining Ethics Approval for research carried
out in industrial contexts
“How do I increase industry’s confidence that
my research is being conducted correctly so
that they are more likely to participate?”

ENGAGEMENT

Making effective use of industrial participants’
time
“How do I make the most out of my industrial
participant’s time?”

Approach to conducting industrial data
collection
“How do I encourage a curious mindset and
conducive environment for industrial data
collection?”

10
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●

Various industry-friendly formats and mediums
should be employed to share findings with the
industry, including short videos, posters, brief
reports of main takeaways, and talks or
presentations to industry at industry-focused events
to meet industry standards and expectations

●

Results should be shared after all data collection at
a given company is complete so as not to bias other
participants from the same company.

“What mechanisms can I use to share
research findings with my participants and
other industry practitioners?”

RECRUITMENT

Empirical software engineering researchers need to design studies of interest to practitioners, locate
suitable industry practitioners for their studies; recruit them to participate in their studies; and ensure their
studies are carried out adhering to required ethical processes and policies, including data security.
4.1.

Designing studies of interest to industry

Challenge “Why aren’t they interested in my really important software engineering research?”
Arguably the most frustrating problem for empirical SE researchers in recruitment is a lack of industry
practitioner interest in what the researchers perceive to be very important studies for the discipline
[1][25]. In our experience, practitioners predominantly want to take part in studies of close interest to
their job area, that may make a difference in their current workplace, that they feel are of practical value
to the industry, and where there is cost-benefit for them personally i.e. the benefit they gain versus the
demand on their time is positive. In contrast, researchers may perceive a much larger challenge or
problem in software engineering practice that, while an empirical study would provide a useful research
contribution, its short-term practical benefit is unclear.
Solutions
We found this to be a key issue in our own early surveys around tester personality. It is a very interesting
research problem as to what impact tester personality has on tester performance, but the benefit to
practitioners participating in very detailed personality analysis data collection was unclear to them,
resulting in low take-up. In subsequent studies, we used much more lightweight data collection as well as
much more clearly articulated immediate benefit to participants from our study. For example, in [14] we
modified the survey design where participants no longer required to use our proposed performance
appraisal form. Instead, the form was presented to the participants for review and then the feedback
questionnaire was presented. The lightweight survey took around 15-20 minutes to complete. This
produced much higher responses to the survey.
Establishing a strong and wide network with the practitioner community helps researchers to better
understand their interests and needs. We drew on our considerable relationships with the Agile
community [4] and tester community [15] as motivation for our studies in these areas. Furthermore,
detailed interviews, observations or discussions with industry participants in our testing tools [18], agile
teams [4], and software AD usage studies [21] all helped informing us of current and potential future
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topics. We found that participation in industry-based discussion forums and events such as open spaces
helps gauge industry interest in research topics, also born out by others [1].
Failure to engage practitioners deeply and to suitably refine research questions and study focus are
common problems [1]. Piloting a study with a small number of practitioners has been demonstrated to be
valuable in previous work in case study research with industry, where they recommend structuring case
studies iteratively, taking early samples and pilot testing [1]. We failed to sufficiently pilot our early
personality testing surveys, resulting in low engagement [14]. In contrast, we refined our worklog, tester
appraisal and software AD usage studies, tasks and instruments, and GT interview questions from early
feedback from such pilot studies [12, 17, 21]. This resulted in better engagement but also greater
practitioner interest in the studies and their outcomes.
Empirical SE studies need to be framed with both good research questions and useful, tangible
practitioner outcomes that will attract wide interest and participation. For example, our mobile app testing
case study aimed to advance both a deeper understanding of current mobile app testing tool usage and
limitations from a practitioner perspective and at the same time identify key app testing challenges and
gaps that require better theoretical platforms and basic research projects [18]. This was also found in the
case study research of [1], where they got early feedback from industry to identify whether they can
commit to and are interested in the project. Our various GT studies were directly driven by industry
interests as GT focuses on the most important concerns of the practitioners (e.g. [2-4]). We have found
including open questions on surveys can also provide very useful suggestions and insights from
practitioners for future studies that would be of real benefit to them [17].
Recommendations:

4.2

●

Network with local practitioner community to identify their interest and refine research focus
accordingly.

●

Pilot study early to acquire practitioners’ interest

●

Use practitioner feedback to guide future studies

Finding and Inviting Industry Practitioners

Challenge “I don’t know them and they don’t know me”
An early challenge of research carried out in industrial contexts is to find and invite industry practitioners
to become research participants [1]. As researchers starting out on an empirical software engineering
study with industry, these are the first challenges encountered [25].
Solutions
A traditional approach to finding and inviting practitioners is to attend practitioner-based events and
become genuinely involved in practitioner-based networks in the area of interest. [1] suggest to visit
practitioner conferences and share the new methods, insights, and lessons learned to spark interest in new
studies. We have chosen to attend local meet-up groups, conferences and networking events. These
provide a range of access to potential participants [2-6, 9, 11, 17]. An interesting aspect to note here is
that managers and team coaches not only participated in some of our studies, but also became a critical
source of access to multiple individuals in their teams or indeed, full teams in some cases [2-9, 11].
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A more modern approach to finding and inviting practitioners is the online approach. For example, we
have used the social media channels such as LinkedIn user groups, discussion boards, twitter, and mailing
lists [2-9, 11, 15]. However, some of our early experiences were disappointing where we had low take-up
of surveys and experiment invitations despite using a wide range of social media channels [14][15]. This
was part due to the tendency for these channels to have too many irrelevant advertisements including for
participation in empirical SE research [25]. Another cautionary issue others have found [25] is to avoid a
“spreading spree” through mailing lists, as it's impossible to control who will read the message and also
unable to measure the response rate. We were criticised by some referees for our papers [14][15] for not
being able to quote response rates when using social media recruitment channels.
The online approach is prone to such overuse and call for participants (CfPs) can easily be ignored as
spam. Learning from our earlier experiences, one approach we have now been using extensively to
mitigate this is to receive permissions from the moderator/administrator [12] and/or request them to send
the CfP out [2-6, 9, 11]. The major benefits of this process was the more moderators we can convince, the
larger number of people we could invite. This process of recruitment helped us to get a good number of
participants in the short available time, for two of our follow-on surveys from the earlier less successful
ones [14, 15].
Furthermore, investing effort in crafting the CfPs is needed to minimize this ‘spam effect’. In some of our
earlier studies we did not emphasise the academic nature of the study and our credentials, contributing to
low participation [15][21]. From then on we have made researcher credentials including affiliation and
contact information upfront and clear. We highlighted the academic nature of the research study,
reinforcing in the email/forum posting heading, in the introduction text, and again at the end. A quality
online profile for the researcher can further help establish authenticity. We avoided keywords in the
heading that might even suggest at a commercial, spam-like posting or email, lest aggressive auto-filters
categorise them as such. For example our tester effectiveness email subject was “A survey of key factors
affecting effectiveness of software testing professionals”, tester personality “The Effect of Personality
Traits on Effectiveness of Software Testing”, and tester tasks “What Do Software Testers Spend Their
Time Doing?” [14, 17]. This experience is borne out by others [25], who highlight that good recruitment
invitations can help boost participation and engagement.
Recruitment messages getting lost on busy social media feeds is highly likely. One very effective
technique we learned from an industrial testing consultant was sending a short invitation email
accompanied by a short “teaser” tweet to a large group of professionals to gain their attention and help
attract participation [15]. The tweet was sent by our consultant collaborator from their industry account to
their network. Our tweet was: “Are developers from Mars and testers from Venus? Help Swinburne
university researchers find out: <link of the survey>”. As a result, we received a very much higher
number of responses in our survey using this approach compared with more traditionally worded and long
invitation emails as used in our previous studies [17].
Representing multiple perspectives on a research topic may require researchers to elicit a range of
software roles such as developers, testers, business analysts, as well as senior management [2-11]. This
can be challenging. On the other hand, some studies focus on specific roles, e.g. testers [12, 15]. On some
of our earlier studies we were not clear enough about the types of industry participants needed e.g. testing
managers for performance assessment [13] and software architects [21]. We learned from these that we
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must make sure that all such varied and specific participant requirements can be conveyed clearly in the
call for participation (CfPs) and in the early survey or interview screening processes.
For such cases where specific and/or large numbers of participants are required, another strategy is to hire
enumerators who have experience in recruiting participants [19]. An honorarium was paid to these
enumerators for their effort in hiring the participants, similar to Sjoberg et al. [33]. Others have also used
similar approaches, where they offered possible rewards e.g. raffles, payment, sharing results, to attract
participation [25]. Snowball sampling is another approach that we have used [32], where participants
invite more participants (of their network and who they think will be interested to participate) [2-9, 11,
21]. Finally, fellow researchers can also provide a rich source of participants for surveys, case studies and
experiments [16, 21]. However, [25] do caution that uncontrolled forwarding invitations could extend the
sample in an unforeseen way e.g. participants being disengaged or wholly unsuitable.
Some participants are more difficult to recruit than others and this needs to be planned for. For example,
we often found senior, very experienced testers and senior software architects (often resources shared
across teams) to be very challenging to recruit for our worklog and AD usage studies [12, 21]. Personal
and professional contacts and their referrals had to be mobilized for recruiting such key targeted
participants. Unfortunately we still got very low participation. On reflection, to find such challenging
participants, we should have used our wider researcher contacts earlier to help find others by snowballing.
Researchers tend to begin ‘at home’, looking for industrial practitioners in their local communities, and
indeed others have encouraged this [1]. However, when a paucity of local participants is encountered,
researchers can explore international options. Our experience and other researchers [1] have shown that
conferences and events provide a viable opportunity for international data collection. We have found that
both these approaches can work well and compliment each other. Relying on only one or the other is
likely to be limiting.
Recommendations:
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●

Get genuinely involved with and contribute to the local practitioner community to build a
strong reputation as a genuine researcher and contributor

●

Approach managers and team coaches as they are critical source of access to recruit more
individuals in their teams, and sometimes the full teams.

●

Approach online groups through moderators to improve authenticity

●

Craft the call for participations (CfPs) carefully to avoid a ‘spam effect’

●

Prepare small invitation email with catchy slogan to attract participation

●

Hire enumerators where necessary to help recruit participants

●

Perform snowball sampling (or word of mouth references) to reach wider participation

●

Begin recruiting ‘at home’ (locally) before venturing out internationally, through
opportunities at conferences and events, to build local relationships.
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Gaining Ethics Approval for Research Carried Out in Industrial Contexts

Challenge “How do I increase industry’s confidence that my research is being conducted correctly so
that they are more likely to participate?”
Some universities and research institutes require ethics approval prior to starting investigation. Industry
typically requires NDAs [1] and sometimes other in-advance legal agreements to protect their and their
clients sensitive data and interests. Such approvals are particularly important when working with industry
as they are outside the university context and may not agree or always comply with said and unsaid norms
for engagement prevalent within university contexts, for example, issues surrounding confidentiality,
consent, anonymity, data storage and security.
Solution
How industrial data, processes and other sensitive information is going to be collected, stored, used and
potentially disclosed are critical areas for clarity and upfront agreement. We have learned that it is a must
to explicitly state the way data in particular will be used and how it will be stored so that industry
participants and our University ethics committees are well informed about the study procedure. This can
be accomplished through a participant information sheet that explains the purpose of the study and
emphasizes the voluntary and confidential nature of the study. For example, we provided the participants
with industry-oriented information sheets and consent letters [2-9, 11,18, 21]. Others have emphasised the
importance of preparing a Non-disclosure Agreement (NDA) to spell out what can be published/ to ensure
transparency [1]. Additionally, we also made it clear that the data will be retained for a period of six
years, after which they will be destroyed. This seemed to put participants at ease.
As empirical software engineering researchers working with industry often need to visit practitioners, an
additional challenge for Ethics Committees is the safety of their researchers. Additionally, the clear
consent of industry managers for participation of their staff is often required. In some of our earlier
studies [12, 13] this was not explicitly required by our Ethics committees. However, we have more
recently had approvals withheld pending us carefully describing safety protocols explaining how our
researchers will conduct data collection and their safety during industrial interactions. We have also been
required to explicitly show that practitioner managers have given explicit consent to interviews,
experiments, and exemplar data usage in the data collection and related publications [18].
Recommendations:

5

●

State clearly the method used to ensure confidentiality, consent, anonymity, and data security
in the participant information sheet to improve industry confidence

●

Ensure an appropriate safety protocol is defined and agreed and ensure practitioner
manager informed consent is obtained to comply with ethics regulations

ENGAGEMENT

Stakeholder engagement can be defined as “an iterative process of actively soliciting the knowledge,
experience, judgement, and values of individuals selected to represent a broad range of direct interests in
a particular issue, for the dual purposes of: creating a shared understanding; making relevant,
transparent, and effective decisions” [35]. Engagement therefore involves a bidirectional relationship
between researchers and the stakeholders and this requires ongoing communication to maintain the
15
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stakeholders’ interests in the studies. We describe below challenges and recommendations for initiating
and maintaining effective engagement with industry stakeholders based on our experiences.
5.1

Approach to designing industrial data collection instruments and techniques

Challenge “How do I design data collection instruments and techniques that promote industrial
engagement?”
For survey research, a poorly designed survey can be a turnoff for potential participants [25]. This is
particularly relevant for industrial participants to meet professional standards and to motivate their
engagement. Size/length and time taken for the data collection can influence the participants’ motivation
to engage. This is particularly critical in research carried out in industrial contexts as industrial
participants are often very busy professionals and the researcher may not get second chances [1]. Even
after refining the data collection instruments and techniques through piloting, given the relative lack of
time industrial participants generally have, it can be challenging to collect all information during the faceto-face data collection (e.g. interviews or observations) [1].
Solutions
Testing a study’s data collection devices (e.g. recorders); estimating time taken (e.g. survey or interview)
and refining accordingly if too long or too short; practicing our data collection techniques (e.g.
interviewing style, pace, follow-up questioning, notes taking etc.) are essential preparatory tasks so the
researcher is confident and can perform data collection effectively. Piloting allows researchers, especially
novices, to test and practice all of these aspects, refine them and then apply them effectively with real
industrial participants. We have used piloting as a data collection design technique for most of our studies
[2,3,5,7,8,11,15,18,19,21]. This has also been emphasised as a critical step by others [1]. This has enabled
us to refine our respective data collection instruments and techniques and maximise suitability for
industrial practitioner engagement.
It is important to accurately collect data about participants to ensure appropriate population sampling and
for study analysis and reporting. This also helps to keep the main data collection short and focused. Doing
this meant that we not only shortened the time for the actual interviews [6-8, 11], but also the interview
questions were able to be customized and better focused in light of the demographic contextual
information collected prior to the interview [5, 11]. In our tester surveys we used a lightweight
demographic capture [13, 14, 17], that helped us to confirm the representativeness of the sample.
Instruments need to be very accessible and easy to use for industry participants. The data collection
instrument (e.g. the online survey, semi-structured interview guide) should be composed using simple
language, and clear instructions with jargon avoided or explained [25]. For survey research a pleasant
design (e.g. Google forms provides several templates to select from) adds to a favourable participant
experience. The layout should be adequate, e.g. appropriately sized response boxes, such as a paragraph
textbox instead of a one line answer space if expecting a long answer, and providing an opportunity to
add information that may not fit elsewhere, e.g. a last question that say “do you have any other
comments?”. This last point is equally applicable to interviews. For example, in our personality surveys it
was critical to enable participants to supply a large inventory of personality trait information and these
needed careful explanation plus ease of selection [17]. These things might sound trivial to novice
researchers causing them to be ignored. In fact, they ensure that a data collection instrument is
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understandable and non-frustrating to the participants, especially since surveys typically do not enable
opportunities for clarification.
Some studies need to collect specific artefacts or data and require purpose-built tools for the study. In our
work this was the case for capturing tester worklogs [12], software testers’ personality traits [17] and AD
usage data [21]. We had to ensure our tools were secure, reliable and accessible, both in terms of the data
collection instruments they represented, capture of informed consent, and protection and management of
data [17,12,21]. In our tester studies [12][15][17] some of our custom-built tools lacked a professional
look and feel which adversely impacted on participation and feedback. Our Ethics committee also
commented on this. On reflection, we should have paid more attention to a professional, polished
interface as well as the specialised data collection and analysis aspects.
Recommendations

5.2

●

Perform pilot data collection and refine before approaching industrial participants to
improve industrial relevance

●

Design demographic surveys to capture basic details prior to the main data collection session
to customize and make the most of face-to-face time (primarily applicable for interview-based
and observational studies).

●

Questions should be designed to achieve high clarity to help elicit useful responses (simple
language, clear instructions and avoiding jargon)

●

Surveys should aim for an appealing presentation, and adequate layout to improve
completion rates

●

Specialised data collection tools must be secure, reliable and accessible as well as
professional-looking to attract and sustain industry interest

Effective use of industrial participants’ time

Challenge “How do I make the most out of my industrial participant’s time?”
Project managers and software professionals have busy schedules and are constantly under the pressure of
project deadlines and careful use of industrial participants time is an important issue [1]. Therefore, a
major challenge in obtaining industry participants’ engagement in empirical SE studies is in effectively
organizing the meetings with them and/or getting them to respond to surveys [25].
Solutions
Cancellation of meetings by busy industry participants are inevitable. In some cases, if we could not reschedule the meetings based on their requests, we lost the participants [16, 18, 21]. One strategy to cater
for cancellation and extension of meetings is to schedule one or two additional slots. It also required us to
factor in flexibility in the meeting schedule to cater for the convenience of the industry participants. For
instance, having a flexible visit schedule was critical in our observational studies at participating
companies [2-6, 18]. Meeting schedules need to be flexible but cancellation and rescheduling of meetings
should be controlled so that participants do not experience diary/scheduling fatigue.
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Observations of workplace and practices can be difficult to arrange on their own. Conducting
observations in between or around scheduled interviews, and requesting for these on the spot during
interviews can yield good results and makes for effective use of the participants’ time [2-4, 9].
Overly complex and time-consuming instruments can have a negative effect on industry participants,
especially shown in other survey research [25]. In our tester performance appraisal survey and interview,
we unfortunately built a very detailed instrument to capture rich feedback from testing team managers.
Initial deployment with this showed it was far too long and detailed for our target audience. Learning
from this experience, we reduced its size significantly while still obtaining the key data we needed in a
subsequent study [14].
It is critical to get participants to provide the data that is essential for answering the research questions. In
one of our quasi-experiments on AD usage [21], we collected a wide variety of AD usage data (e.g.
annotation data such as ratings, comments, tags, and interaction data such as clicks on hyperlinks). This
turned out to be a mistake as while we got a rich set of data from small number but not all participants,
rendering the data insufficient for deriving meaningful findings. Hence, we should have minimized the
things a participant should do or provide in performing an experiment in order to reduce (or effectively
use) the participant time and to prevent participant from feeling overwhelmed.
Recommendations

5.3

●

Be flexible with meeting schedules to accommodate busy industry professionals

●

Schedule one or two additional backup slots to use in case of schedule changes

●

Schedule observations between/around interviews on site to utilize participant’s time
effectively

●

Ask for the minimum data as needed to answer research questions to prevent participants
feeling overwhelmed

Approach to conducting industrial data collection

Challenges “How do I encourage a curious mindset and conducive environment for industrial data
collection?”
One major challenge we faced when conducting data collection in many of our studies is our ability to
build the right mindset when approaching the industry participants. Industry participants had some
perceptions about academia and therefore approaching them with the correct mindset we deemed
important to obtain their honest feedback. Similarly, the physical environment when collecting data from
industry participants could potentially influence the level and quality of engagement during data
collection session. The environment and the right mindset both are very important in making the
industrial participants comfortable in providing their responses. As emphasised by [1], skills do matter
and they highly recommend to get involvement of experienced colleagues.
Solutions
As researchers, we should be wary of coming across as experts judging or auditing practitioners on their
practices. This can happen particularly as the researcher gains a reputation for being the area expert. As
such, we should provide a safe, non-threatening environment in which industrial participants can open up
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and share their honest perspectives and experiences during interviews or data collection session. For
example, conduct meetings at their workplace or a relaxed venue such as a cafe, instead of in our
academic offices.
A related issue is the use of audio/video recordings which not all participants may be comfortable with. In
such cases, we have attempted to explain the rationale for using recording (e.g. allows the researcher to
focus on the conversation as opposed to rushing to jot the notes down) and that has helped participants
relaxed and allowed for recordings [2,3,9]. In other cases, where the participants are adamant not to have
recordings, the researcher must be ready to take extensive hand-written notes. This has happened
occasionally where we adapted to the participant’s preference and took extensive notes instead [2,3].
Participants need to be put at ease and well-engaged during interviews. This could help reduce the
Hawthorne effect, i.e. the effect of being observed [42]. A relaxed approach and demeanour (e.g. being
humble, responsive, and a good listener) can help them be themselves when being interviewed and/or
observed. It has been emphasised in other case study research with industrial participants that use of
experienced colleagues is important to assist with this [1]. An experienced researcher when teams up with
a novice researcher will also provide a valuable apprenticeship opportunity for the novice researcher [1].
We learned that having a team of two researchers helped us to back-up each other during meetings and
better engage the industrial participants [21]. For example, another researcher can take over when one
gets engrossed in the conversation or misses a critical point. Having an experienced researcher in data
collection meetings can also increase the credibility of the research team and attract more senior industry
participants’ engagement.
An environment of openness during interviews is also necessary to foster. We learned that it is better not
to include a team leader with their developers in the same focus group meeting as this reduces the
freedom of the developers to share their opinions or insights due to the presence of team leader in the
session [18]. Manager engagement, however may potentially help to keep participant attrition rates down
[18].
Recommendations

6

●

Adopt a curious mindset, not an auditing approach to enable participants to be forthcoming

●

Be flexible around participants’ preference for recordings and be prepared to take extensive
notes instead

●

Avoid including team leaders or managers in interviews with subordinates so that they don’t
feel intimidated and can be confident of anonymity

FEEDBACK TO INDUSTRY

One of the key motivations for Empirical SE studies is not just to better understand industry challenges
and current practices, but to inform practitioners and where feasible, to assist them to modify practices
based on emerging knowledge and trends.
Challenge “What mechanisms can I use to share research findings with my participants and other
industry practitioners?”
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While it is common for academics to report the research findings in venues like journals and conferences,
these type of reporting might not necessarily be appropriate for industry consumption. For example, in
academic journals, reporting the findings must be accompanied by a rigorous description of research
methodology, detailed presentation of results and thorough discussion and implications of findings [43].
In reality, practitioners typically do not want to read detailed reports or academic papers as managers and
practitioners probably do not necessarily have the time or interest for it [26][27]. Additionally, the
research papers will likely include research specific jargon and be written in formal academic language
that can alienate industry readers, who may be struggling to find the main takeaways for practice [1].
Hence, the reporting must be adapted to make it suitable for industry audience and consider the timeliness
of dissemination [27]. Reports can be written to address decision makers’ information needs to assist
these industry stakeholders in making better judgement of the suitability of adopting the software
technologies under study [48].
Solutions
There are numerous ways in which researchers can opt for providing feedback and sharing the research
findings to practitioners. A researcher can choose to either make the findings available through
informal/formal discussion (face-to-face), or make them accessible online via a project or institutional
website. Based on our experiences in [2-5], we shared findings from the included studies through
practitioner events and conferences such as the AgileNZ, Agile India, Agile NCR, and local Aucklandbased Agile community meetups and we found that our industry participant greatly benefit from the
sharing sessions.
Most previous studies of empirical studies in industry have emphasised the difficulty industry has to grasp
concept of significance in experimental analysis and that researchers should focus on diagrams, stating
key findings more clearly and discussing the impact of results in an industry context [27]. They offer
various suggestions including informal presentations and blog posts over technical reports to peerreviewed publications [1], and the use of simple visual representations e.g. histograms, boxplots [26]. In
our performance appraisal study [15], we provided a summary of the survey outcomes to the participating
managers who registered interest to receive the outcome during participation. We compiled a snapshot
summary of results targeted to testing team manager audience to maximise value and minimise time to
read. Additionally, we also provided access to the appraisal instrument with usage instructions, which are
convenient for practitioners (testing team managers) who are willing to try and adopt it [15]. Similarly,
after our preliminary survey [17] and personality study [14] were completed, we shared the results with
the participants who wished to receive a copy of the outcome as an industry-oriented report.
Surveys, after data analysis, lend themselves to practitioner updates via one or more of the
communication mediums discussed above. We have asked for practitioner contact details for those
interested in receiving a summary of results in many of our studies, storing separately from anonymous
raw data [14, 17]. We provided a practitioner-oriented summary of key results rather than an academic
paper pre-print. It has been suggested previously to share first with the company where the study was
conducted and that the whole report should be made available through a technical report and/or open
platform [1]. It is also worth thinking about sharing results as a means to reward participants [25].
It is helpful to allow interested practitioners to easily opt-in (or out) of project updates. We created
researcher and project web sites for several projects [12, 17] that allowed us to both provide background
to participants during recruitment but also provide practitioner-oriented outcomes. Similarly, we also
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shared videos of conference presentations through YouTube links on the project websites [2, 3]. In [5],
we created a A4 sized poster that summarized the main findings and takeaway of the study in a visuallyappealing and diagrammatic format. This was also made available to the participating company for their
reference and potential use in helping in translating research findings to practice.
Participants need to feel some value add or gain from participating in studies. In our early tester
personality profile work the detailed personality analysis was popular and we found that practitioners
wanted their own personality profile. However this was very time-consuming to produce. In our later
personality profile survey, we could generate such a profile and this provided to be a very popular sidebenefit of doing our large scale personality assessment of developers and testers [17]. We presented this
in a user friendly way immediately after they answered the 50 Five Factor Personality Trait inventory in
our purpose-built survey tool. This proved an attractive reason for many participants to do the survey.
Regardless of the medium, the material used to present empirical SE study findings should offer a concise
and visually appealing representation. A research summary should be written using clear and an
understandable language and show useful conclusions and recommendations for practitioners. With
regard to timing for feedback, it is recommended to share results after all data from a given company has
been collected so as not to bias the participants [1]. Similarly, for surveys and experiments, require the
study to be completed and analysed before any useful insights can be gained by the team, meaning any
reporting to participants can only sensibly be done post-study.
Other empirical studies in an industrial context have suggested the appointment of a champion to to help
communicate study purposes and industry impact potential [1]. Some cautionary feedback includes the
experiences with industry based experiments [27], where even though the results convinced managers to
adopt the strategies, developers disagreed.
Recommendation
●

Various industry-friendly formats and mediums should be employed to share findings with the
industry, including short videos, posters, brief reports of main takeaways, and talks or
presentations to industry at industry-focused events to meet industry standards and
expectations

●

Results should be shared after all data collection at a given company is complete so as not to
bias other participants from the same company

7 CONCLUSION
Industry stakeholders are key to all industrial empirical SE research. Based on our extensive body of
empirical SE studies involving over 400 industry participants in grounded theory, case study, survey and
quasi-experimental studies over the past decade, we presented the most common and pertinent challenges
faced in three areas of industrial studies: recruitment, engagement, and feedback to industry. Despite the
variety of research methods, procedures, instruments, and approaches used, most of these challenges
applied to all studies. Based on our collective experiences, we presented a set of recommendations around
study design, conduct and reporting to try and mitigate some of these challenges. These recommendations
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can guide researchers working in close collaboration with industry stakeholders to make the most of their
industrial SE research.
Key challenges in recruitment activities include designing studies of interest to industry, finding and
inviting industry practitioners, and gaining ethics approval. We outlined a set of 13 recommendations
based on our experiences in dealing with challenges faced when recruiting participants. In addressing the
issue of lack of industry practitioner interest, we recommend researcher to network with local practitioner
community to identify their interest; perform pilot study research questions early, and use practitioner
feedback to guide future studies. In finding potential participants, we encourage researcher’s involvement
in the local practitioner community, approach managers and team coaches, approach online groups
through moderators, careful crafting of the CfPs, prepare small invitation email with catchy slogan, hiring
enumerators, use snowball sampling and begin recruiting at “home” before venturing out internationally.
In gaining ethics approval, state clearly the method used to ensure confidentiality, consent, and data
security to improve industry confidence. Additionally, ensure that safety protocol is defined and
practitioner manager informed consent is obtained.
Engaging with stakeholders throughout the study period is important to obtain continuous participation. A
significant number of challenges have been identified including the approach to designing data collection
instruments and techniques, effective use of industrial participants’ time, and the approach to conducting
industrial data collection. We reported eleven (11) recommendations in addressing these challenges.
When designing industrial data collection instruments and techniques, we suggest researcher to i) perform
pilot data collection and refine, ii) design demographic surveys to capture basic details prior to main data
collection session, iii) design the surveys to achieve high clarity, iv) ensure adequate layout and appealing
presentation, and v) ensure security, reliability, and accessibility of specialised data collection tools. To
ensure effective use of practitioners’ time, we need to be flexible in meeting schedule, allocate one or two
additional back-up slots, and obtain only necessary data to avoid participants from feeling overwhelmed.
When conducting industrial data collection, it is important to adopt a curious mindset, not an auditing
approach, be flexible around participant’s preference for recordings, and avoid including team leaders in
interview meetings to make participants feel at ease to provide responses.
Providing participant feedback on study outcomes and translating research results into industrial practice
are as yet under-researched areas. We proposed some recommendations on the mechanisms to share
findings with the industry, which include using industry-friendly formats and mediums such as short
videos, posters, brief reports and talks or presentations at industry-focused events. The results should be
shared after data collection is completed so as not to bias results. We believe a lot remains to be done in
this area, particularly to effectively communicate the research outcomes, seeking industry feedback for
possible refinements, and ideally to achieve the level where research findings can demonstrate significant
impact with respect to improving industry practice.
Based on the data analysis of our collective set of challenges, the most frequently encountered challenge
across all our studies by far was recruitment. Within recruitment, the most frequent sub-problem
encountered was finding and inviting participants. Since this is likely also one of the first problems
encountered in conducting empirical studies in industrial contexts, it is arguably the most significant.
The key challenge relating to engagement across most studies was careful use of industry participant’s
time. This manifested in cancelled meetings, cut-short meetings, failure to finish surveys, low response
rates, poorly used time by inexperienced researchers, and limited open ended feedback. Piloting
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instruments, reduction of survey questions to the minimum to answer research questions, scheduling
additional meeting times up front, being flexible to industry demands and schedules, and using
experienced researchers in helping design and run interviewing tasks were all successful solutions.
In our collective experience the approaches being used to providing feedback to industry can be
improved. While we have made efforts in our various studies in the past as explained above, a lot remains
to be done in this area. For example, researchers should not only disseminate results to industry but also
actively seek their feedback leading to possible refinements. The most desirable, yet arguably very
difficult to achieve, level of this feedback can be in the form of making impact to practice where research
can demonstrate tangible improvements in practice.
We hope that our experiences in conducting empirical studies in industry will help guide researchers
particularly in addressing the challenges that occur during recruitment, engagement, and translation of
results into practice. We believe the recommendations can be applied to different types of empirical
studies to improve the overall conduct of the study that involves industry practitioners.
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